A Cal Poly freshman started the facebook group 400,000 Faces to represent those killed in the conflict in Darfur, Sudan.

Samantha Freitas
JUNIOR JOURNALIST

The last four years in the African region of Darfur, Sudan, have been plagued by conflict. The Sudanese government is expected to have aided the Janjaweed militia in targeting certain ethnic groups and killing hundreds of thousands of people. It is estimated that 400,000 people have already died in the crisis.

In response to the atrocities, computer engineering freshman Jeremy Riddell-Kaufman began a student-run project called 400,000 Faces — which recruited 400,000 members on the social-networking Web site Facebook — one to represent each of the lives lost in Darfur.

"I had a bunch of inspirations for this project. The biggest one was the movie ‘Paper Clips.’ It gave physical representation for the deaths of the Holocaust when students collected several million paper clips for the people that died," Riddell-Kaufman said. "When I got on Facebook and saw a group that offered to donate $1 to Darfur for every 1,000 group members that joined, I realized this could be done."

The group was created in September 2006, and by January had reached its goal of 400,000 students. Riddell-Kaufman said that the group was growing exponentially in the beginning, with as many as 20,000 students joining each day. The 400,000 members’ faces were printed onto 4,000 pages with 100 faces per page. They will be presented at over 70 high school and college campuses across the nation. In addition, the 4,000 pages of faces will be presented to senators, congressional representatives and other influential individuals.

The pages were spread across the floor of the Chumash Auditorium Monday, where students came by to check it out and write letters to Congress, urging it to take action in the Darfur conflict.

"I didn't realize it affected so many people. Seeing all those faces on the ground really made me realize how many people are dying from senseless acts of violence," nutrition science senior Robert Unrue said.

The facebook group attracted people both nationally and internationally who wanted a way to help with the situation in Darfur. Riddell-Kaufman said that they will keep the pages spread across the floor of the Chumash Auditorium.

The council will provide "lessons outside of the classroom that help women be successful in the real world," said Devon Hodgson, coordinator for Women's Programs and Services.

Recruitment for the Women's Leadership Council has been largely focused on students from STEM colleges (science, technology, engineering and math) because those fields are largely male dominated, Lucas said.

Lucas stressed that the purpose of the council is not to rebut gender discrimination, but to provide female students with a place to communicate with other women who have shared similar experiences.

"It offers women a way to have a voice in a community they belong to," he said.

For many female students, it can also be "harder to access the unique information that women need," such as how to dress for an interview, Lucas said.

The Women’s Leadership Council will rely see Council, page 2

New council to be created for women

Brooke Robertson
MUSTANG DAILY

Women's Programs and Services hopes to attract a diverse group of female students from a variety of majors to create the Women's Leadership Council, an organization which will advocate women on campus by planning a yearly spring leadership conference as well as monthly seminars targeting the career and personal development of women on campus.

Seminars will include career panels, networking activities and workshops such as basic car maintenance, said Elizabeth Lucas, leadership coordinator for Women's Programs and Services and forestry ad natural resources services.

The council will provide "lessons outside of the classroom that help women be successful in the real world," said Devon Hodgson, coordinator for Women's Programs and Services.

Recruitment for the Women's Leadership Council has been largely focused on students from STEM colleges (science, technology, engineering and math) because those fields are largely male dominated, Lucas said.

Lucas stressed that the purpose of the council is not to rebut gender discrimination, but to provide female students with a place to communicate with other women who have shared similar experiences.

"It offers women a way to have a voice in a community they belong to," he said.

For many female students, it can also be "harder to access the unique information that women need," such as how to dress for an interview, Lucas said.

The Women’s Leadership Council will rely see Council, page 2

ASI candidate looks to transfer personal success to campus

Isaiah Narciso
MANAGING EDITOR

Civil engineering junior Arvand Sabetian wants to know what he can do for you if he is elected next year’s Associated Students Inc. president.

Sabetian is running on a platform that he believes would best represent students at Cal Poly. He feels that students fail to recognize the importance of the position of ASI president, and he hopes to educate them on how the position works.

"It's a representative position, sort of like the student's lawyer," Sabetian said. "It's supposed to represent a diverse array of students."

Sabetian wanted students to know that the ASI president has more connections to the city of San Luis Obispo than other parts of the student government, but that the position is meaningless without the support of the student population.

"If you vote for me, my voice could be your voice," Sabetian said.

Sabetian said that he had a track record of having the "most impact on campus." In fact, he felt that he could be highly effective in terms of getting students the necessary classes so they could graduate on time.

"I can talk with President Baker and the deans in regards to campus problems," Sabetian said.

If elected, Sabetian said that he would try to work on issues, such as parking, textbooks and other pressing student issues.

Sabetian believed that like all the other candidates, he has the necessary experience to be qualified as the next ASI president. He has served on the ASI Board of Directions and has been involved with the Interfraternity Council, Poly Escapes and Delta Sigma Phi.

"I want to bring different types of students with varied opinions together," Sabetian said. He said that he had leadership training to do the job effectively.

"It doesn't matter where the next ASI president comes from," he said. "What matters is how that person will represent you in sticky situations."

see Sabetian, page 2
SLO crops saw better year in 2006

Samantha Freitas
mustangdaily.com

Local agriculture production was at a record high in 2006, according to the San Luis Obispo County Department of Agriculture’s annual crop report statistics released earlier this month. Agriculture production in the county increased 4.7 percent from 2005, with the total production value at $621.5 million. The production values’ effect on Cal Poly are only minimal.

“We’re a small producer selling about $2 million a year, which includes live stock, food (honey, jam, chocolate and cheese), raw-vegetables, fruits and nuts,” said Mark Shelton, associate dean of the College of Agriculture, Food and Environmental Sciences. “We’re a small-scale market so the farmers don’t affect us so much.”

While Cal Poly is subject to market forces, especially with wine grapes and avocados, most of Cal Poly’s commodities, including oranges, apples and pears, are sold at the Campus Markets and local Farmers Markets, and therefore, they are prices that do not tend to fluctuate.

Wine grapes, representing nearly a quarter of the combined value of the county’s agriculture remained in the county’s top position for the 18th year in a row, where they will likely remain, said Lynda Auchinachie, San Luis Obispo County environmental resource specialist.

The Gallo wine grapes grown on campus go into the same district pool as wine grapes grown in Santa Maria and Santa Barbara, so the price for the grapes is based on the district price.

Has avocados had record-breaking levels of production due to weather cooperation, but the prices were reduced by nearly half because of foreign market competitors that have been phased into the market in the last few years.

“They have been concerned with the foreign imports since they began,” Auchinachie said. “They have programs in place to address these concerns.”

The Mission avocados grown on campus are in a pooled market similar to that of the wine grapes. “If the pool is lower, the sale is lower, and in that case we would get less for the product,” Shelton said.

Vegetable production increased in the county by 13 percent, despite the Escherichia coli outbreaks in September and October last year that heavily reduced the demand and consumption of local spinach.

Another recent setback in the agriculture industry, the extreme frost in January this year, is not included in the crop report statistics. The frost wave had devastating impacts on citrus, on the industry most notably on citrus and avocados, and its effect on next year’s statistics is not yet known.

“It depends on the ultimate supply and demand. If we happen to have more lettuce than, say, Salinas value, people are going to be paying more for that. We won’t know until year’s end,” Auchinachie said.

Avocados and other crops on campus were heavily hit by the frost, but having a smaller market prevented the results from being as devastating as those that some farms faced.

“We have some ups and downs, but not as much as large-scale operations, because we are a small-scale market,” Shelton said.

Sabetian
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“As part of his campaign platform, Sabetian wants to work with the Epicenter to ensure that all clubs can plan events faster and not wait with so much red tape. He also focused on the issues of on-campus activities. For his campaign, his first stop is with campus clubs. Groups are votes,” Sabetian said. “I also want to see what their issues are.”

He has marketed himself to the freshmen, especially those who lived in the dorms, because he felt they were largely unrepresented as regards to campus issues.

As a Canadian who established his own Web hosting/design company, Arvis LLC., Sabetian thought that solutions to current student problems required immediate action instead of taking a long time to research the issue even more.

“There is no need for research analysis,” he said. “If we don’t change the red tape, for example, I have my ideas to improve the Cal Poly foundation.”

Sabetian said that his experience will help him in his campaign, but ASI president is not in a position that should be taken lightly.

“The next ASI president has to understand the student body,” he said. “Whether you vote or not, the ASI president is the voice of 18,000 students.”

Council
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on student input and involvement in order to provide Cal Poly women in different fields with that “unique information.”

Both Hodgson and Lucas stressed the importance of involving a diverse group of women from assorted majors in the council.

“Women’s Programs may not have its finger on the pulse of what’s going on in different colleges,” Lucas said.

Hodgson emphasized the importance of understanding one’s identity, which gender is just a single part of. Being young, in college, a woman, a woman of color, a night person, a day person, or an athletic woman are all pieces that have to do with a person’s identity, he said. Women who are “just trying to get by in a male-dominated field are often not stopping to look at their development as a woman.”

Hodgson views the Women’s Leadership Council as an opportunity to reach out to an assorted group of women “who have never been involved with anything about their gender” to community members and men.

The organization will also be an opportunity for women to put into practice the leadership and managing skills they have learned in the classroom.

Cal Poly currently offers only one leadership opportunity to women across all majors: Panhellenic, Hodgson said. Panhellenic is a national leadership board available to sorority members, but “not every woman wants to be in the Greek system,” Hodgson said. Sorority and non-sorority members alike are encouraged to apply for the Women’s Leadership Council.

The council is looking for women with “the mentality that they have a lot to offer, but they have a lot to learn,” Hodgson said. Applicants need to be open about their own development as a woman, he open to creation, have a strong commitment and be able to multitask.

Participants want to be involved with Women’s Programs and Services in other ways, there are internship and senior project opportunities available which often lead to paid positions.

Hodgson said. Information can be found at the Women’s Programs and Services office in the University Union, room 217, and at www.womensprograms.calpoly.edu.
Terrorist attacks and deaths rose sharply in 2006, State Department reports

Matthew Lee
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Terrorist attacks worldwide shot up more than 25 percent last year, killing 40 percent more people than in 2005, particularly in Iraq where extremists used chemical weapons and suicide bombers to target crowds, the State Department said Monday.

Among countries, Iran remains the biggest supporter of terrorists, with elements of its government backing groups throughout the Middle East, notably in Iraq, giving material aid and guidance to Shiite insurgent groups that have attacked U.S., U.N. and Iraqi forces, it said.

In its annual global survey of terrorism, the department said 14,336 attacks took place in 2006, mainly in Iraq and Afghanistan, 3,835 more than in 2005 representing a 28.5 percent increase.

These strikes claimed a total of 20,495 lives, 13,340 of them in Iraq, an increase.

As in previous years, the 2006 report identified Iran as the "most influential supporter of international terrorism," a finding Iran has disputed, noting that many of the attacks were carried out by Sunnis, who the Islamic republic considers Sunni extremists.

"There are elements of Sunni officials and terrorists that have attacked Sunnis, U.S. and Iraqi forces, it said.

"Serious challenges do remain, however, it also detailed a surge in attacks targeting children, educators and journalists," with significant increases in attacks targeting children, educators and journalists.

"By far the largest number of reported terrorist incidents occurred in the Near East and South Asia," said the 335-page report, referring to the regions where Iraq and Afghanistan are located.

"These two regions also were the locations for 90 percent of all the 291 high-casualty attacks that killed 10 or more people," it said.

The report said 6,600, or 45 percent, of the attacks took place in Iraq, killing about 13,090 people, or 65 percent of the worldwide total of terrorist-related deaths in 2006. Kidnappings by terrorists soared 32.5 percent last year, killing about 13,000 people, or 65 percent of the attacks took place in Iraq, said the department's<ref>Assistant News editor: Rachelle Santucci</ref>.
**HUMOR COLUMN**

It's my birthday, I can write what I want to.

**FIRST of all, it’s May, and this means a few things. It means it is America’s May Day. Second, it is Canada’s Labour Day. And third and most importantly, it is my birthday. In honor of this joyous day for the world, I’m going to keep this Guide to Life as something that will be somewhat nostalgic, as we’re heading back to a friendlier, gentler and better time.**

Let’s start off in fifth grade, when we all would line up during recess and play the classic, and pretty much now banned in almost all elementary school there’s dodgeball. Everybody would be as pumped up as they could to throw the shit out of those red balls at each other. Oh, the memo of the feelings of the nerdiest and/or the classmates you hated most in general. Just thinking about it gives me the chills as classmates everywhere would be crying at the sidelines.

Remember how there was always that one guy that you hated so much in fifth grade? Well, I should say only hated him if he wasn’t on your team. You see, you all were the same age, but miraculously this kid matured more than everyone else. Naturally, he was just really good at dodgeball and he would always be one of the last standing.

Like I said, and really should reiterate, naturally he was better, and you loved him when he was on your team but hated when he was on the other team. Regardless, it was a game everyone loved, even though there was jealousy over the superstar. Let’s take a small jump here to seventh grade. Here, we first hit puberty and have to start dealing with the most awkward time of our lives. Acne, broken voices, the girls were all taller than the boys, there were always uncontrollable boomers. Now, the same guy who dominated dodgeball is quite the ladies’ man. When around him, you notice one obvious thing about him that is different than everyone else. While everyone is starting to use perfumes and other recent sweat glands kicking into action, this one guy has it all under control with not only deodorant, but cologne as well.

Every time you are near him, you notice this, and you feel like you’re at a slight disadvantage in the women department. Which brings me to your parents to buy you deodorant. There’s just one thing: while that was more than most people were starting to do it on your own, they were starting to do it on your team. To keep going, I want you know that as inspirational as that was, I still feel as much as a man as ever. Don’t think I’m just going soft on all of you here. I’m just stating the facts of life, and purely jealousy is just not something that people should put behind them and then move on from it. This brings me to the end of this week’s Guide to Life, and while it might not be the line after line of comedy that you’re used to, remember, this is my birthday, and if I want to put tributes to the full greatness of Barry Bonds in any way I can, I should be able to do so.

Love and peace, go Giants and I will see you all next week.

Mike Heimouitz is a journalism senior and Mustang Daily humor columnist. Wish him a happy birthday at www.mustangledaily.com.

---

**GUEST COMMENTARY**

**Threats to abortion rights continue**

Earlier this month, the Supreme Court upheld a 2 to 4 ruling, Gonzales v. Carhart, banning for the first time a particular type of abortion procedure that opponents label “partial birth abortion.” Many proponents of women’s rights and abortion warn that this ruling will lead to the overreaching of the landmark decision Roe v. Wade.

However, historically, the Supreme Court has rarely reversed a position in order to maintain its reputation and integrity. Instead, the court recognizes a precedent and does not undermine itself by altering the long history of its rulings. The Supreme Court struck down Roe v. Wade rather than a total withdrawal of federal funding. It is true that the Supreme Court overturned in Gonzales v. Carhart through a 5 to 4 decision, but as Justice Breyer noted in his dissent, the Supreme Court overstepped its bounds in Gonzales v. Carhart.

Had the vote instead been 5 to 4, the case would have been interpreted as a weak ruling that could be easily overturned once again if another conservative justice was appointed to replace a more liberal one.

The Roe v. Wade decision was made with 2 to 7 vote. In order to appear credible, it would require a ruling of equal or greater strength to truly overturn it. However, the court is too ideologically divided for this to happen.

Two groups of four justices constitute one for the majority and another for the minority. Justice Anthony Kennedy, one of the four justices, had said in a recent interview, “A decision for a thousand cases that would be manageable for women.”

While the Supreme Court has yet to make a decision, the court has yet to make a decision. Until now, the court has upheld few of these restrictions, which individually are manageable. But together, they impose a woman’s right to choose. Instead, the courts have opted to limit federal funding for abortions. However, with its most recent abortion ruling, Gonzales v. Carhart, the court is leaving the door open for future challenges.

---

1. Yes they spell it “Labour”, and yes, Canada sucks. USA! USA! USA!
2. I suppose the models equivalent would be but still, some guys try to wear that.
3. Oh, it is also my column so I shouldn’t need to explain myself anyway.
4. Beat L.A.
Advent Software, AdvanTel, Inc.

Advent Software, Inc. promotes skill building using the exciting work environment that is a motivator for individuals with strong technical skills. The company, based in San Jose, California, has offices in Sacramento and plans for further expansion. AdvanTel, Inc. has been building our reputation as a customer-service-oriented company for over 20 years. Our customers include Fortune 100 companies as well as the up-and-coming tech start-ups. We install, service, and maintain products from many leading manufacturers, including Avaya, Mitel, Cisco, HP, Advent, Microsoft, and many others. Headquartered in San Jose, California, with an office in Sacramento and plans for further expansion, AdvanTel is actively seeking individuals with strong technical, customer service, and sales skills. We will provide individuals with an exciting work environment that promotes skill building using the latest technology.

Advent Software, Inc.

Advent Software has been providing reliable, trusted solutions to investment management organizations of all sizes and strategies. Whether you're a global hedge fund with investors worldwide, or an investment management firm with $500 million in assets under management, Advent's experience and proven solutions have shown time and again we can help you operate efficiently, reduce risk, and free investment managers to focus on what they do best.

Agilent Technologies

Agilent Technologies is the world's premier measurement company. Agilent provides core electronic and bio-analytical measurement tools to advance the electronics, communications, life sciences research, environmental, and materials industries. About two-thirds of Agilent's revenue was generated from outside of the United States in fiscal 2005. With 21,000 employees, our global presence offers a competitive advantage. Agilent's manufacturing, R&D, sales and support capabilities around the world give customers the flexibility they need in today's competitive environment.

Air Systems Inc.

Air Systems Inc., a HVAC Mechanical Contractor, is the Bay Area's largest Total Facility Solutions provider. We provide services in HVAC, Automation, and Controls. Architectural Sheet Metal, Maintenance and Service, Electrical Technologies, Energy Solutions, Distributed Cogeneration, Clean Rooms, High Purity Process Piping and Plumbing, and Waste Management. We have been in business for 33 years. Our core values are customer satisfaction, quality, and reliability, teamwork, integrity, innovation, employee commitment, community involvement and financial success.

American Civil Constructors, Inc.

We are a construction company specializing in light and heavy civil operations. We build and maintain different types of projects including sports fields, landscapes/landscaping parks, golf courses, and roadways. We have offices in Colorado, California, Dallas, and Seattle and are currently looking for interns and full-time employees. We are not specific to any major.

American River — PackageOne

American River — PackageOne is a manufacturer and distributor of corrugated packaging as well as industrial packaging supplies. The company has manufacturing facilities in Madera and Sacramento, California as well as Sparks, Nevada. The company also operates a distribution center in Salt Lake City, Utah. Through a combination of organic and organic growth, the company has grown rapidly and currently employs approximately 200. The company is also a leader in the application of technology to help customers operate more efficiently and effective supply chain. In 2003 the company was selected by Intel Corporation to participate in a small business makeover providing wirelss services as well a complete network makeover. The company hosts and programs in-house all of its web service projects. The company is currently involved in multiple RFID projects and is expected to be a leader in this new and exciting upgrade of the supply chain.

Amergen

Amergen discovers, develops and delivers innovative human therapeutics. A biotechnology pioneer since 1980, Amergen was one of the first companies to realize the promise of the new science by bringing safe, effective medicines from lab to manufacuring plant to patient. Amergen therapeutics have changed the practice of medicine, helping millions of people around the world to fight against cancer, kidney disease, rheumatoid arthritis, and other serious illnesses. With a deep and broad pipeline of potential new medicines, Amergen remains committed to advancing science to dramatically improve people's lives. To learn more about our pioneering science and our vital medicines, visit www.amgen.com.

Anheuser-Busch

Anheuser-Busch is the world's leading brewer for more than 45 years. Anheuser-Busch and its subsidiaries are committed to finding innovative ways to continually improve. It's this kind of thinking that creates a unique work environment by rewarding talent, celebrating diversity and encouraging forward thinking. We also think
Companies coming on Wednesday, May 2:

- ADM (AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING)
- ADVENT SOFTWARE, INC.
- AGILENT TECHNOLOGIES, INC.
- AMERICAN RIVER-PACKAGEONE
- ANHEUSER-BUSCH COMPANIES
- ANRITSU COMPANY
- APPLIED SIGNAL TECHNOLOGY
- ATI ARCHITECTS AND ENGINEERS
- AUTOMATION CONTROLS
- BFI BUSINESS FINANCE
- BLACK & VEATCH
- BOSTON SCIENTIFIC
- BFI BUSINESS FINANCE
- BLACK & VEATCH
- BOSTON SCIENTIFIC
- C&D ZODIAC. INC
- CALIFORNIA AIR RESOURCES BOARD
- CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF TOXIC SUBSTANCES CONTROL
- CETECOM, INC.
- CONSOLIDATED ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTORS, INC.
- DARDEN ARCHITECTS, INC
- DEL MONTE FOODS
- DOW CHEMICAL COMPANY (THE)
- EDWARDS AIR FORCE BASE
- FARMERS INSURANCE GROUP
- FASTENAL COMPANY
- FLEETWOOD FIBRE PACKAGING & GRAPHICS
- FM GLOBAL
- G C WALLACE COMPANIES
- GHILOTTI CONSTRUCTION COMPANY
- GILEAD SCIENCES INC.
- GROWERS EXPRESS
- HALLIBURTON ENERGY SERVICES
- HDR, INC.
- HIGGINS ASSOCIATES
- HRPSTUDIOA/ALLEYCREST DESIGNGROUP
- INFRASTRUCTURE ENGINEERING CORPORATION
- INNOVATIVE ENGINEERING SYSTEMS, INC.
- INTERWEST CONSULTING GROUP
- IRON CONSTRUCTION, INC.
- JPA LANDSCAPE & CONSTRUCTION, INC.
- KTGY GROUP, INC.
- LAM RESEARCH
- LAND ARC + WEST
- MASS ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION CO.
- MEAD & HUNT, INC.
- MERCK & CO., INC.
- NTD STICHLER ARCHITECTURE
- NURSERYMEN'S EXCHANGE, INC.
- OMNICON
- OMNIVISION TECHNOLOGIES
- PALM, INC.
- PARSONS CORPORATION
- PEREGRINE SEMICONDUCTOR CORPORATION
- PRATT WHITNEY ROCKEDETNE
- PRESTON PIPELINES, INC.
- RAYTHEON COMPANY
- RELIANCE STANDARD LIFE INSURANCE
- RYS ARCHITECTS
- SAFEWAY INC.
- SERRA PACKAGING SOLUTIONS
- SHERWIN-WILLIAMS COMPANY
- SMC.ACC.
- SOLAR TURBINES
- SUNKIT CONSTRUCTION, INC
- SUMMIT ENGINEERING, INC.
- SYNEX CORPORATION OF AMERICA
- TARGET STORES
- TIRCHERO FAMILY ESTATES
- UNITED RENTALS
- UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS
- US BUREAU OF RECLAMATION
- VANDENBERG AIR FORCE BASE
- VMWARE, INC.
- WALD, RUHNIKE, & DOST ARCHITECTS
- WALKERS
- WALKER PARKING CONSULTANTS
- WALT DISNEY IMAGINEMEERING
- WALKER PARKING CONSULTANTS
- WALT DISNEY IMAGINEMEERING
- WALKER PARKING CONSULTANTS
- WALT DISNEY IMAGINEMEERING
- WALKER PARKING CONSULTANTS
- WALT DISNEY IMAGINEMEERING
- WALKER PARKING CONSULTANTS
- WALT DISNEY IMAGINEMEERING

Companies coming on Thursday, May 3:

- ADVANCE IT, INC.
- AIR SYSTEMS INC.
- AMERICAN CIVIL CONSTRUCTORS, INC.
- AMGEN, INC.
- APPLE, INC.
- AUSTIN-KCQ.
- AVI TECHNOLOGY
- BEACHTELL CORPORATION
- BRIDGERSON
- BROCADE COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS
- CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH SERVICES, RADILOGIC HEALTH BRANCH
- CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
- CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES
- CALIFORNIA PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION
- CUI ENGINEERING ASSOCIATES, INC.
- CITRIX ONE, INC.
- CNR NETWORKS
- COEN COMPANY, INC.
- CONSTRUCTIVE TECHNOLOGIES GROUP, INC.
- CONTRASTED COUNTRY HEALTH SERVICES
- DAVES/REED CONSTRUCTION, INC.
- DIAMOND FOODS
- DTC PARKS & RESORTS AT YOSEMITE
- DUCKLING AEROSYSTEMS
- EASY ELECTROMATIC, INC.
- EXPONENT, INC.
- FLOR CORPORATION
- FMC FOODTECH - FMC TECHNOLOGIES, INC.
- Freeday Operations
- GILLESPIE MOODY PATTERSON, INC.
- GREENBRIAR HOMES COMMUNITIES
- GROUP DELTA CONSULTANTS, INC.
- GUARDIAN INDUSTRIES
- HARTACKERTON
- HEWLETT PACKARD
- INTUIVE SURGICAL, INC.
- JOSEPH J. ALBANESE, INC.
- KERN COUNTY PROBATION DEPARTMENT
- KERN, COUNTY OF
- KRAZAN & ASSOCIATES, INC.
- KTGY GROUP, INC.
- LASH GROUP
- LINEAR TECHNOLOGY CORPORATION
- LOS ANGELES UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT
- MAXIM HEALTHCARE SERVICES
- MAXIM/DALLAS SEMICONDUCTOR
- MCBANY DESIGN GROUP
- MENISINGO FOREST PRODUCTS
- MEDIANX, INC.
- MECHELI FINANCIAL PARTNERS, MASSMUTUAL
- Nuestra Port Juventude
- NUSR, TECHNOLOGY
- ONMI-MEANS ENGINEERS AND PLANNERS
- PEACE CORPS
- PERFORMANCE MECHANICAL, INC.
- PROMAX FINANCIAL
- RADIX TECHNOLOGIES
- REAL SOFTWARE SYSTEMS
- RED SOLAR, INC.
- SACRAMENTO, COUNTY OF
- SAN DIEGO AIR POLLUTION CONTROL DISTRICT
- SAN JOAQUIN COLLEGE OF LAW
- SANTA ROSA, CITY OF
- SUGARCRM, INC.
- SUNRISE TELECOM, INC
- TAUYETTER PARTNERSHIP
- TELEDYNE TECHNOLOGIES
- TRINCHERO FAMILY ESTATES
- TURBO MEANS ENGINEERS AND PLANNERS
- WEATHERING
- WELLHEAD INC.
- WIND, DR & KELLY CONSULTING ENGINEERS
- WOLSELEY NORTH AMERICA (FERGUSON)
- WORLEYPARSONS
enjoying work is an important part of life. If you have what it takes to become part of our team, we'd like to hear from you.

Anritsu Company

Anritsu Company is the American subsidiary of Anritsu Corporation, a global provider of innovative solutions for more than 100 years. Anritsu Company provides solutions for existing and next-generation wired and wireless communication systems. Its measurement solutions include optical, microwave/RF, wireless and digital instruments that can be used during R&D, manufacturing, installation, and maintenance. Anritsu Company also provides precision microwave/RF components, optical devices, and high-speed devices for design into communication products and systems.

Apple, Inc.

There's the typical job. Punch in, make widgets, punch out, repeat. Then there's a career at Apple, where you're encouraged to defy routine; to explore the far reaches of the possible; to travel uncharted paths; and to be a part of something far bigger than yourself. Because around here, changing the world just comes with the job description.

ATI Architects and Engineers

ATI Architects and Engineers is unique among design firms. We are full service Architects supported by in-house Structural, Civil, Mechanical, Electrical, Plumbing, and Specialty Engineering. In 1989, ATI Principals Robert Desautel and Paul DeDonato envisioned a full-service architectural and engineering organization, specifically focused on mid-sized construction projects. They believed that when they built an organization capable of producing practical designs and deliver them with velocity, ATI would be an unmatched presence in the A/E marketplace.

Austin AECOM

Austin AECOM is a fully integrated design/build firm with offices located in San Francisco, Orange, Houston, Kalamazoo and Chicago (headquarters). Our target markets are Life Science, Renewable Energy, Industrial Distribution, and Commercial Institutional. Austin AECOM is seeking qualified individuals who want to join our team working in a fully diversified organization with in-house architecture, engineering and construction. Austin AECOM is a part of the AECOM family of companies. AECOM is ranked in ENR as one of the top three engineering firms in the world. AECOM employees amount to approximately 28,000 people in offices located around the world.

Automation Controls

Automation Controls works with factory automation products in all forms of manufacturing. Our engineers and technicians work with customers at all levels of many different types of manufacturing organizations from semiconductor and biomedical to food and beverage, both OEM and User type accounts. We are looking for sales-oriented engineers as well as technically-minded salespeople.

Arvid Technology, Inc.

Do you have a passion for movies, TV, music, video games, or streaming media? Are you someone who makes dreams and wonders, "How did they do that?" If so, then Arvid Technology is the place for you. Arvid Technology, Inc. is the world leader in digital nonlinear media creation, management and distribution solutions.

Bechtel Corporation

Bechtel is one of the world's premier engineering and construction companies, providing technical, management, and directly related services to develop, finance, engineer, build, and operate installations for customers in a wide range of industries. It has annual revenues upwards of US $15 billion and was ranked by ENR as the No. 2 contractor in the United States for the last two years.

BF Business Finance

BF Business Finance has been financing successful growing businesses for over 45 years. We provide a variety of business finance options, including Accounts Receivable, Inventory, Equipment, Technology financing and the Account Receivable Management Program (ARM), when conventional financing isn't available.

Black & Veatch

Black & Veatch is a leading global engineering, consulting and construction company specializing in infrastructure development in the fields of energy, water and information. Founded in 1915, Black & Veatch serves its clients with conceptual and preliminary engineering services, engineering design, procurement, construction, financial management, asset management, information technology, environmental, security design and consulting, and management consulting services. An employee-owned company, Black & Veatch has more than 90 offices worldwide and is ranked on the Forbes "500 Largest Private Companies in the U.S." listing. The company's Web site address is www.bv.com.

Boston Scientific

Let innovation spread. Delivering on the promise of medical innovation begins at Boston Scientific! By delivering innovative products that help clinicians improve the lives of patients every single day, Boston Scientific makes a profound impact on the quality of medical care around the world. As we continue to transform the field of medical technology, we seek dedicated individuals who possess the integrity and creative spirit needed to thrive in an innovative company. Join a global organization that is fueled by the diversity and talent of its entire workforce.

Brinderson

Brinderson is an integrated professional service company offering engineering, construction and maintenance to a broad range of energy related industries including petrochemical (upstream and downstream), power generation and distribution, manufacturing, alternative fuels and renewable energy.

Brocade Communications Systems

Brocade (Nasdaq: BRCD) delivers the industry's leading platforms and solutions for intelligently connecting, managing, and optimizing IT resources in shared storage environments. A pioneer in storage area networking (SAN), Brocade solutions help enterprises of all sizes to reduce cost, manage complexity, and satisfy business compliance requirements in the data center. We are a high growth global company with offices in Europe, Asia and India.

C&D Zodiac, Inc.

It is our philosophy to provide profitable world-class aerospace products with the spirit and service of a local business, to make ourselves an indispensable resource to our customers, and to be a satisfying place of work for our employees, measuring our success by the satisfaction of both.

California Air Resources Board

Would you like to be part of a team that strives for global leadership in climate change and air quality? Then the California Air Resources Board (ARB) is the place to be.

see Directory, page 8
CEI Engineering Associates, Inc.

CEI is an ENE, top 500 design firm, is a full service site development resource to land developers and major corporations. We specialize in site planning, design, civil/traffic engineering, landscape architecture, surveying, environmental and permitting services, as well as construction administration. We have approximately 250 employees and locations nationwide.

CETECOM Inc.

CETECOM Inc is a leader in the wireless communications testing industry. Our clients come from some of the most well known and influential companies in the field, both inside and outside Silicon Valley. Projects we work on are highly confidential and leading-edge devices.

Citrix Online

Citrix Online, a division of Citrix Systems, Inc. (Nasdaq CTXS), is a leading provider of easy-to-use, on-demand applications for remote desktop access, web conferencing and collaboration. Its award-winning, cutting-edge products—GoToMyPC®, GoToAssist™, GoToMeeting® and GoToWebinar™—have been praised by industry experts. So if you’ve got the talent and passion, we’ve got the opportunity for you.

CNET Networks

CNET Networks is a ComScore top-10 ranked global media company focused on interactive content in specific categories including personal technology, games and entertainment. We create for do-it-yourself Web events. Based in Santa Barbara, California, Citrix Online has offices around the world. For more information, please visit www.citrixonline.com.

Conquering Infrastructure Challenges to Improve Our Communities

As an industry leader for more than 30 years, American Civil Constructors has built a reputation for exceptional service and commitment to employee satisfaction. We offer competitive wages and excellent benefits.

American Civil Constructors

Visit us on the web at

www.acconstructors.com
Contra Costa County Health Services

Environmental health is the prevention, preservation, and improvement of environmental factors affecting the health and safety of our community. The Environmental Health Division is a regulatory agency that provides oversight for businesses and property owners to protect the health and safety of the citizens of Contra Costa County and our environment.

Darden Architects, Inc.

Darden Architects, Inc. was originally founded in Fresno in 1959. We are the largest architectural and interior design firm in the Central San Joaquin Valley. The firm is strongly established as a leading architectural and interior design firm providing professional services for educational facilities, medical facilities, and other important commercial projects. The firm is known for providing a professional product and for producing quality, enduring architecture.

Our company is successful and still growing.

Del Monte Foods

Del Monte Foods Hanford Plant

#24 is the world's secondlargest canning facility. Del Monte Hanford is a worldwide tomato processor for Del Monte, Contadina, and S&W products.

Diamond Foods, Inc.

Diamond Foods, Inc. is a $500+ branded Food Company and leading domestic and international marketer of culinary and snack nuts. At Diamond Foods, Inc., we pride ourselves on our values and our culture. People are the source of our strength. We work with passion, commitment, enthusiasm and integrity. We are committed to customer service, superior quality, reliability and innovation. This is demonstrated in our culture where we believe in trust, adding value and a "take ownership" approach.

DNC Parks & Resorts

DNC Parks & Resorts at Yosemite, a subsidiary of Buffalo NY-based Delaware North Companies, Inc., is a leading hospitality provider with significant experience in hotel, retail, food service, recreation and transportation operations. DNC has contracts with the National Park Service to provide the hospitality and guest services at Yosemite National Park. We are responsible for 1519 guest rooms, 22 food and beverage units, 19 retail stores, a full transportation system and a variety of Guest Recreation activities.

Dole Fresh Vegetables, Inc.

Dole Fresh Vegetables, based in Monterey, is the nation's leading producer of packaged salads as well as a major grower and harvester of vegetable commodity products. Dole operates packaged salad plants in California, Arizona, Ohio and North Carolina, employing more than 3,500 people.

The Dow Chemical Company

Dow is a diversified chemical company that harnesses the power of innovation, science and technology to constantly improve what is essential to human progress. The company offers a broad range of products and services to customers in more than 175 countries, helping them to provide everything from fresh water, food and pharmaceuticals to paints, packaging and personal care products. Built on a commitment to its principles of sustainability, Dow has annual sales of $49 billion and employs 43,000 people worldwide. References to "Dow" or the "company" mean The Dow Chemical Company and its consolidated subsidiaries unless otherwise expressly noted.

Ducommun AeroStructures

Ducommun AeroStructures designs, engineers and manufactures the largest, most complex contoured aerostructure components in the aerospace industry. Our integrated processes include stretch-forming, thermal-forming, chemical milling, precision fabrication, machining, finishing processes, and integration of components into subassemblies.

Edwards Air Force Base

The Air Force Flight Test Center at Edwards AFB, California is the Center of Excellence for Test and Evaluation of Air Force weapons platforms and defense systems for the United States and its allies. Engineers work with the leading technologies integrated on the most advanced aircraft systems in the field of communications, navigation, propulsion, flying qualities, structures, RF and IR countermeasures, radar, directed energy, low observables, unmanned air vehicles, precision strike weapons, sensor fusion, and electronic intelligence. Edwards AFB has a rich history of innovation milestones in the field of aviation and defense technologies and is looking for the next generation of engineers to continue the tradition of excellence.

ETM Electromatic, Inc.

ETM designs, sells and services power subsystems worldwide to system integrators in the defense, aerospace, and medical markets. Our major clients include system integrators such as Northrop Grumman, L-3 Communications, and EADS-Astrium. Our current capabilities include microwave power amplifiers and high voltage power supplies in applications including satellite communications, radar systems, and laboratory testing. Near-term growth for our capabilities includes medical oncology and material processing applications.

Exponent, Inc.

Exponent, with its staff of approximately 800, located in 18 offices throughout the nation and three international offices, is a consulting engineering company. Our international offices, in 70 scientific and engineering disciplines, combines unparalleled technical expertise with the ability, when necessary, to focus this knowledge in extreme short time frames. Our multidisciplinary team of scientists, physicians, engineers, and regulatory consultants will perform either in-depth scientific research and analysis, or very rapid-response evaluations, to provide our clients with the critical information that both day-to-day and strategic decisions can require.

Fastenal Company

Fastenal Company is an industrial and construction distributor with over 2,000 locations in the United States and internationally. Fastenal is a fast-growing company with great career opportunities in sales and sales management with room for advancement.

Fleetwood-Fibre

Fleetwood-Fibre is home of the tiny gold box, where possibilities are limitless as your imagination. The gold box means sensational packaging and displays along with market savvy that'll help move customer products from shelf to regis ter.

Fluor Corporation

Fluor Corporation is one of the world's largest publicly owned engineering, procurement, construction, see Directory, page 10

Want to work for the largest solar company in the nation while living in SLO town?

REC Solar may be the right company for you!

- Make a positive impact on the environment.
- Work in a high growth industry.
- Great career opportunities & excellent benefits package.
- Work on a fun team with many Cal Poly alumni.

REC Solar is looking for team oriented, driven individuals who want to bring solar energy to the mainstream. Some of the positions available are: design engineer, application program developer, and IT manager.

View our current job openings at http://recsolar.com/ecn/Contact_Us/Careers.html
Tuesday, May 9, 2007

Gilead Sciences Inc.

Gilead Sciences is a biopharmaceutical company that discovers, develops and commercializes innovative therapies in areas of unmet medical need. Our mission is to advance the care of patients suffering from life-threatening diseases worldwide. Headquartered in Foster City, Calif., Gilead has operations in North America, Europe and Australia.

Gillespie Moody Patterson, Inc.

Since 1976, Gillespie Moody Patterson, Inc. (GMP Inc.), a national design and engineering consulting firm, has established a reputation for creating innovative landscape designs for many of the nation's most distinctive communities.

Greenbriar Communities

Greenbriar, founded in 1978, has gained a reputation for unsurpassed excellence in real estate development and construction. Since its founding, Greenbriar and its affiliates have developed exceptional homes.

Group Delta Consultants, Inc.

Group Delta Consultants, Inc. (GDC), is a consulting engineering firm with offices located in Los Angeles and Orange Counties in Southern California. The firm has more than 42 professionals consisting of civil and geotechnical engineers, structural engineers, surveying and mapping professionals, laboratory and field technicians, deputy inspectors, drafting CAAD, and drafting and support personnel specializing in their respective fields. We offer a broad range of services to serve the needs of our clients.

Growers Express

Green Giant Fresh by Growers Express, one of the West's finest growers, harvesters, and shippers of fresh vegetables, is seeking a dynamic sales coordinator to join its highly skilled, experienced, and successful sales department. The sales coordinator will provide sales and administrative support services to the Sales and product management teams.

Guardian Industries

Guardian Industries Corp. is one of the largest global manufacturers of float glass and fabricated glass products for the commercial and residential construction industries. The company is also a leading supplier of vehicle glass and exterior trim systems to the global automotive industry.

Halliburton Energy Services

Founded in 1919, Halliburton leads the world producing products and services to the petroleum and energy industries. With a workforce of over 100,000 employees, operations in over 100 countries, and revenues of over $20.4 billion in 2004, Halliburton is a global leader in energy services, engineering and construction.

Hart/Hoverton

Our multi-disciplinary practice distinguishes our firm from others. We think in terms of designing complete environments that respond to market, environmental and client objectives. We are committed to the professional growth of our staff and promote collaboration, a team environment and sharing knowledge throughout the firm and with our clients.

HDR, Inc.

HDR is an architectural, engineering and consulting firm that excels at complex projects and solving challenges for clients.

Howlett Packard

HP is a leading global provider of products, technologies, solutions and services to consumers and businesses. The company's offerings span IT infrastructure, personal computing and global services and imaging and printing. Our $4 billion annual R&D investment fuels the invention of products, solutions and new technologies so we can better serve customers and enter new markets. We invent, engineer and deliver technology solutions that drive business value, create social value and improve the lives of our customers.

Infrastructure Engineering Corporation (IEC)

IEC Infrastructure Engineering Corporation (IEC) is an engineering and construction management consulting firm primarily serving public agency clients. IEC serves in local and regional clients with a commitment to exceptional service and quality. Our founding philosophy is to build a firm based on exceptional client service and employee satisfaction.

Innovative Engineering Systems, Inc.

Engineering design - IES can provide turnkey electrical design or augment your project team. Services include equipment specifications, electrical one-line, equipment sizing, motor control center design, area classification, ground & bonding, lighting plans, and economic evaluations. IES offers specialized services for protective device coordination, load flow analysis, short circuit analysis, motor acceleration analysis and harmonic analysis.

Intwest Consulting Group

Intwest Consulting Group works hand-in-hand with government agencies furnishing a full range of services to public works and building departments. We provide municipal engineering, construction management, development services, geographic information systems, capital improvement programs, real estate acquisition, traffic operations and transportation planning to name a few.

Intuitive Surgical, Inc.

Intuitive Surgical, Inc. the global leader in surgical robotics.

Peregrine Semiconductor focuses its engineering resources on designing RF ICs which deliver best-in-class performance from antenna in to data out. Peregrine's high-tech design, forward-thinking management, and potential for future advancement make it an excellent career opportunity for any innovative and goal-oriented individual.

Positions

Product Engineer • Test Engineer

RFIC Designer • Yield Enhancement Engineer

Design Centers

San Diego • Chicago • Boston

Please forward resumes to:
email: jmacpherson@psemi.com
fax: 858-731-9507
mail: Attn: Human Resources Peregrine Semiconductor Corporation 9450 Carroll Park Drive San Diego, CA 92121
MUSTANG DAILY
CAREER FAIR

We are a commercial construction company, specializing in high technology, commercial, institutional structures, and business/industrial operations. Klassen Corporation has paralleled its professional team to complement and respond to the unique requirements of each industry segment. Klassen Corp strives to be recognized as “best in class” in archi
tectural design and construction, in a culture that allows our employees to thrive and foster performance that exceeds our clients' expectations. Learn more about Klassen Corp at www.klassen corp.com.

Iron Construction, Inc.

We are a commercial construction company, specializing in high technology, commercial, institutional structures, and business/industrial operations. Klassen Corporation has paralleled its professional team to complement and respond to the unique requirements of each industry segment. Klassen Corp strives to be recognized as “best in class” in archi
tectural design and construction, in a culture that allows our employees to thrive and foster performance that exceeds our clients' expectations. Learn more about Klassen Corp at www.klassen corp.com.

Krazen & Associates, Inc.

Krazen & Associates is a well
established site development engi
neering firm in continuous opera
tion since 1985. We own and oper­ate 12 offices in the Western United States with over 300 professional and technical staff.

Lam Research

Based in 1980, Lam Research Corporation is a major supplier of wafer fabrication equipment and services to the world's semiconduc­tor industry. The company's innova­tive etch technologies empower cus­tomers to build the world's highest-per­formance integrated circuits. Lam's etch systems shape the microp­rocesses and dielectric layers into circuitry that defies a chip's final function and the company also offers a next-generation wafer fabrication solution, which enables proprietary technology and can be used throughout the semiconductor manufacturing process.

Headquartered in Fremont, California, Lam maintains a network of manufacturing facilities throughout the United States, Asia, and Europe to meet the complex and changing needs of its global customers. At Lam, we are dedicated to building a work environment that gives us to care about innovation and excellence, and the opportunity it provides to our customers.

Maxim Healthcare Services

Maxim Healthcare Services is a pioneer in designing solutions to reimbursement-related issues for pharmaceutical compa­nies, medical device manufacturers, biotechnology firms, and payers. We are a business unit of Americare/Regency Corporation (NYSE: ABCS), the largest pharma­ceutical services company in the United States.

Linear Technology Corporation

Linear Technology Corporation (LTC) designs, manufactures and markets a broad line of high-perfor­mance standard linear integrated cir­cuits using silicon gate CMOS, BiCMOS and Complementary Bipolar wafer fabrication technologies.

LISI Aerospace

LISI Aerospace is among the top three global fastening companies in the world, offering its customer a selected range of top quality products and services at best prices.

Los Angeles Unified School District

As the nation's second largest school district, the Los Angeles Unified School District (LAUSD) serves more than 730,000 students. Our diverse and culturally rich stu­dent population is increasing, and so is our need for qualified, dedicated teachers and school support staff.

Maxim Healthcare

Maxim Healthcare Services is a major supplier of wafer fabrication equipment and services to the world's semiconductor industry. The company's innovative etch technologies empower customers to build the world's highest-performance integrated circuits. Lam's etch systems shape the microp­rocesses and dielectric layers into circuitry that defies a chip's final function and the company also offers a next-generation wafer fabrication solution, which enables proprietary technology and can be used throughout the semiconductor manufacturing process.

Headquartered in Fremont, California, Lam maintains a network of manufacturing facilities throughout the United States, Asia, and Europe to meet the complex and changing needs of its global customers. At Lam, we are dedicated to building a work environment that gives us to care about innovation and excellence, and the opportunity it provides to our customers.

Meade & Hunt, Inc.

Meade & Hunt, Inc. is a well-known, full-service architectural and engineering firm with more than 300 offices worldwide. The firm has been one of the largest architectural and engineering firms to work for in the United States.

Mead & Hunt, Inc. is one of the top 10 engineering companies to work for in the nation, providing professional services in architecture, historic preser­vation, transportation, infrastructure, and water resources engineering to clients throughout the United States. Meade & Hunt was recently recognized as one of the fastest rising architectural and engineering firms by the Zweig Letter Hot Firm list; the firm remains strong on the Engineering News Record's Top 500 design firm list. Mead & Hunt is an employee­ owned, privately held corporation that employs more than 300 people in offices nationwide.

Mendocino Forest Products

Start an EXCITING new career with Mendocino Redwood Company, LLC or Mendocino Forest Products, LLC. Join our skilled team and become involved in a challenging and rewarding work environment. We are seeking indi­viduals who have a passion to suc­ceed and achieve extraordinary busi­ness results.

Merrick & Co., Inc.

Merrick discovers, develops, manu­factures, and markets vaccines and medicines in more than 20 thera­peutic categories.

Miceli Financial Partners

The Miceli/Muller Financial Group is a global, growth-oriented diversi­fied financial services organization with more than 31,000 employees and sales representatives around the world. Our family of companies serves the needs of over 30 million clients, and offers a broad-based portfolio of financial products and services, including mutual funds, money management, trust services, retirement planning products, life insurance, annuities, disability income insurance and long-term care insurance.

NOW HIRING MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATES: Electrical Engineers - Career
An Entry Level Management Associate will typically rotate through at least three operating divisions working with the automation person­nel to learn steel making processes and to be introduced to key managers in each division.

Business Administration - Career
An Entry Level Management Associate will typically rotate through several functional areas including, but not limited to, customer service, production scheduling/logistics and a production or mainte­nance unit to learn steel making processes as well as be intro­duced to key personnel and customers. The development program described lasts up to 18 months prior to the candidate becoming a regular full-time outside sales representative.

USS-POSCO Industries

A world class steel manufacturer located in Pittsburg, California. USS-POSCO Industries was founded in 1909 as Columbia Steel. We are now a joint venture company established in 1986 with the Steel and Pig Iron of South Korea. One of the most modern steel facilities in the world. USS-POSCO Industries ships more than 2 million tons of steel each year to the western United States, Canada, Mexico and the Pacific Rim. The company hires engineers of various disciplines plus candidates with degrees in Business Administration.

Contact Maria Radosevic, Employment Manager at:
900 Loveridge Road
Pittsburg, CA 94565

email: mradosevic@ussposco.com
phone: (925) 439-6179

see Directory, page 12
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NAVSEA Port Hueneme
NAVSEA Port Hueneme employs approximately 2,200 dedicated military and civilian personnel who focus on the successful operation of surface combat and weapons systems. Our organization utilizes state-of-the-art engineering facilities to accomplish the NAVSEA goal of keeping America's Navy No. 1 in the world.

Nortel
Hundreds of millions of people, Fortune 500 companies, and government institutions around the world trust their networks to Nortel's reliable and secure solutions. Nortel is a recognized leader in delivering communications capabilities that enhance the human experience, ignite and power global commerce, and secure and protect the world's most critical information. Serving both service provider and enterprise customers, Nortel delivers innovative technology solutions encompassing end-to-end broadband, Voice over IP, multimedia services and applications, and wireless broadband designed to help people solve the world's greatest challenges.

NTDStichler Architecture
NTDStichler Architecture is a 300-person award winning design firm providing architecture, engineering, evidence-based design, interior design, educational funding services, design-build, and strategic planning specializing in healthcare and educational facilities. Locations include San Diego, Los Angeles, and Auburn, California and Phoenix and Tucson, Arizona.

Nurserymen's Exchange
Nurserymen's Exchange has been providing distinctive, high-quality products in the home and garden industry since 1941. Conveniently located in beautiful Half Moon Bay, which is easily commutable from San Francisco and the Silicon Valley, we are currently seeking top notch talent to join our organization.

NuSil Technology
NuSil Technology is the world's leading formulator of silicone compounds for aerospace, healthcare, electronics and other applications requiring precise, predictable, cost-effective materials. ISO-9001 certified since 1994, NuSil operates state-of-the-art laboratories and processing facilities in Carpinteria, California.

Omneon
Omneon is the leading provider of cost-effective and flexible networked media storage and servers for production and broadcast. Omneon is an equal opportunity employer with opportunities at its headquarters in Sunnyvale, in Beaverton, Ore., development offices and at regional offices throughout the world.

Omni-Means Engineers and Planners
Omni-Means is a multi-disciplinary civil engineering firm, specializing in municipal transportation projects. For over 25 years we have provided the highest quality transportation related civil design and planning services in Central and Northern California. We currently have offices in Roseville, Redding, Visalia, and Watson Creek, and continue to expand our service area.

OmniVision Technologies
OmniVision is a unique workforce because it has the energy and excitement of a startup, while offering the stability and opportunities of a $300 million dollar company. In its ten years of existence, the company has seen explosive growth, going from technology startup to the world's largest CMOS image sensor supplier, selling more than 100 million camera chips per year. The high-energy, startup-like personality is in our blood; and has become our culture here at OmniVision. It is the key to our success!

Palm, Inc.
Palm really doesn't matter how you look for a job at Palm, Inc. — everywhere you look, you'll find great opportunities to join a leader in mobile computing.

Parsons Corporation
Founded in 1944, Parsons is one of the largest 100 percent employee-owned full service Engineering and Construction Organizations in the United States, with revenues exceeding $2.9 billion in 2004. Parsons provides facility and infrastructure solutions through superior program management and technology-based approaches. Our ability to plan, design, construct, and operate diverse facilities and infrastructure systems has satisfied both government and industrial clients' needs for over 60 years.

Peace Corps
Since 1960, when then Sen. John F. Kennedy challenged students at the University of Michigan to serve their country in the cause of peace by living and working in developing countries, more than 182,000 Peace Corps Volunteers have served in 136 countries all over the globe. They've been teachers and mentors to countless children. They've helped farmers grow crops, worked with small businesses to market products, and shown women how to care for their babies. More recently, they've helped schools develop computer skills and educated entire communities about the threat of HIV/AIDS.

Peregrine Semiconductor
Peregrine Semiconductor designs and manufactures high-performance integrated circuits based on its patented, commercial UltraCMOS® process technology. Offering unprecedented benefits in integration, speed, power consumption, linearity and cost, this Silicon-on-Sapphire technology is the optimal process technology for wireless and satellite communications. This position is located in San Diego. Peregrine is a small, privately held company with a fast growth rate. Peregrine's high tech design and potential for future advancement make it an excellent career opportunity for any innovative and goal-oriented individual.

Performance Mechanical, Inc.
PMI specializes in industrial piping, mechanical and civil work. New construction, maintenance and shutdown work in heavy-gauge/industrial, public works and commercial facilities.

Perr & Whitney Rocketdyne
Pratt & Whitney Rocketdyne is the nation's number one rocket engine provider. Through the merger in 2003 of Pratt & Whitney Space and Plantation-based Rocketdyne, P&W Rocketdyne is the world's largest rocket engine manufacturer.

Imagine yourself working in an environment where creativity and innovation prosper. Where hard work is celebrated and rewarded. Where employees are encouraged to define their future.

Architects and Constructors for 30 years. Visit us at Wednesday's job fair and online at klassencorp.com

SAN JOAQUIN COLLEGE OF LAW
One Degree. A World of Options.

SJC WILL BE AT THE
Spring Job Fair, May 3
AT CALIFORNIA POLYTECHNIC STATE UNIVERSITY
Visit SJC's booth to learn about law school, from admission requirements to career prospects. Our Admissions Director will be available to answer your questions.

559-323-2100 www.sjsc.edu
the luxury of never having to cold calling.

Radix Technologies
Radix is a leader in the development of advanced signal processing techniques and products. We specialize in solving signal reconstruction, communications, location and classification problems in the presence of severe spectral congestion using advanced signal processing algorithms. Our products, systems and engineering expertise provide the Department of Defense and commercial customers with innovative solutions to multidimensional requirements. Above all, Radix is known for robust solutions that perform in the toughest real-world environments.

Raytheon Company
Raytheon Company is a global leader in defense electronics and complex integrated information systems.

Reliance Standard Life Insurance
Reliance Standard, a leading national provider of corporate employee benefits specializing in providing corporate benefit packages to employers throughout the United States. Reliance Standard was founded in 1907 and is a subsidiary company of Delphi Financial Group, Inc. Delphi Financial Group, Inc. is traded on the New York Stock Exchange under the symbol DFG, and is a highly successful integrated employee benefit services company with approximately $5 billion in assets.

RYS Architects
RYS Architects is a 15-person firm established in 1989. Located in San Francisco, the firm specializes in hotels. Other work includes mixed use, shopping center retail, restaurant, and multi-family projects. The office is organized around a principal, two associates, project managers, job captains and support staff. We provide services from conceptual design through construction administration. We have a friendly small-office environment conducive to learning and staff development, yet we have project types and experience normally found in larger offices.

San Diego Air Pollution Control District
The San Diego Air Pollution Control District (SDAPCD) is a government agency that regulates sources of air pollution within San Diego County. This is accomplished through an integrated monitoring, engineering and compliance operation. Each of the District's divisions plays a key role in protecting the public from the adverse impacts of polluted air.

San Joaquin College of Law
San Joaquin College of Law, a highly-regarded regional law school located in Clovis California combines theoretical knowledge with practical skills for students to obtain a Juris Doctor degree.

Sierra Nevada Bank
SVB Financial Group provides diversified financial services to see Directory, page 11
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Promark Financial
Promark Financial has eight offices located in the Western United States, our office is located right here in San Luis Obispo. Our product lines include various investment, savings and insurance programs. We market our products off a direct mail lead program so we have

Eichler Software Systems (ESS) provides contract management and accounting solutions to organizations that license intellectual property. ESS solutions are used in converging markets such as Entertainment, Publishing, Digital & Mobile Media, Music, Consumer Products, Life Sciences, and High Technology.

San Joaquin College of Law is one of the top law schools in the U.S. We are listed in the Fortune 500 and recently named by Fortune as one of the "100 Best Companies to Work For." We operate over 3,200 company owned stores in the USA (over 100 in California alone) and are seeking highly motivated graduates who have a career interest in management and sales to join our company and grow with us as we grow.

City of Santa Rosa
The City of Santa Rosa is located in Sonoma ("Wine Country"), California, about a one-hour drive north of the Golden Gate Bridge in San Francisco. Serving a population of 130,000, the City of Santa Rosa provides a full range of community services to its residents, including police, fire, parks and recreation, community development (planning and building), public works, utilities (water and wastewater), economic development and redevelopment, and related administrative and financial support services.

Sherwin-Williams Company
In 2007 Sherwin-Williams Company, founded in 1866, celebrates 141 years of doing business. With annual sales at more than $7.8 billion dollars, it is the largest manufacturer and seller of paint and coatings in the U.S. We are listed in the Fortune 500 and recently named by Fortune as one of the "100 Best Companies to Work For." We operate over 3,200 company owned stores in the USA (over 100 in California alone) and are seeking highly motivated graduates who have a career interest in management and sales to join our company and grow with us as we grow.

McCall Design Group Group Summer Studio
We are also seeking motivated and talented summer interns for the prestigious, award-winning McCall Design Group Summer Studio.

For summer intern positions, please send a resume and sample work to:
Kathryn Cogan: kathryn@mccalldesign.com

www.mustangdaily.com
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emerging growth and mature companies in the technology, life science, private equity and premium wine markets. Through its focus on specialized markets and extensive knowledge of the people and business issues driving them, SVB Financial Group provides a level of service and partnership that measurably improves its clients’ success.

SIVIS.ac, Inc.
SIVIS.ac, Inc. enables people to buy, sell, and promote their digital content through social and mobile technologies. We’ve created the tools that allow our community of over 50 million users to make money doing what they love. Enabled by global billing solutions, SIVIS.ac connects musicians, filmmakers, application developers and other content providers to millions of billable consumers worldwide.

Solar Turbines
Headquartered in San Diego, California, U.S.A., Solar Turbines Incorporated, a wholly owned subsidiary of Caterpillar Inc., is a leading manufacturer of industrial gas turbines with more than 13,800 units with over one billion operating hours in some 93 countries. Solar Turbines’ products include gas turbine engines (rated from 1,590 to 19,800 horsepower), gas compressors, and gas turbine-powered compressor sets, mechanical-drive packages and generator sets (ranging from 1 to 15 megawatts).

Sony Electronics
Sony Electronics (Television)
This job is located in San Diego, CA and is in the Television Operations of America group. Sony TV’s are the No. 1 best selling brand in North America. This group designs or provides design support for over 25 TV models annually.

Southern Wine & Spirits
Southern Wine & Spirits’ history began decades ago in Florida. Founded by Harvey Chaplin, Southern Wine & Spirits of America, Inc. is privately held beverage distributor with its corporate office in Miami.

SpectraSensors
SpectraSensors is located in Rancho Cucamonga, California, a short distance away from the California Institute of Technology’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory where the basic technology behind the products was developed. The tunable diode laser technology was first utilized for accurate measurements of gases in the Earth’s atmosphere in the early 1980s, and recently was incorporated into miniaturized and space-qualified instruments for Mars research.

SugarCRM Inc.
SugarCRM is the premier commercial open source customer relationship management application provider, breaking the rules set by conventional CRM software. The limitations of traditional CRM software can be summarized by the lack of flexibility, high costs, and closed systems. The company that was added into the traditional product offerings. This has led to a failure rate of over 60 percent with traditional CRM implementations.

Summit Engineering, Inc.
Summit Engineering, Inc. is located one hour north of San Francisco, sitting in the midst of over 200 wineries. Summit Engineering, Inc. has been in business for nearly 30 years.

Sunrise Telecom, Inc.
Sunrise Telecom develops and manufactures communications test and measurement solutions that enable service providers to deliver high-quality voice, video, data and next-generation digital multimedia services quickly, reliably, and cost-effectively. The company offers a portfolio of feature-rich, easy-to-use products that pre-qualify, verify, and diagnose telecommunications, cable TV, and Internet networks from a variety of access points including DSL, cable, and signaling networks.

SYNNEX Corporation
SYNNEX Corporation is a global information technology (IT) supply chain services company that provides a comprehensive range of services to original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) and value-added resellers (VARs). The company has built a solid reputation as an outsourcing partner, providing customized, fully integrated computing solutions to companies.

Target Stores
We are an upscale discount retailer that provides quality, trend-right merchandise and everyday basics at attractive prices in clean, spacious and friendly stores. Visit us at: www.Target.com/Careers

Taylor Teter Partnership
Taylor Teter Partnership was recently created through the merger of two well-known Central Valley firms: Taylor Group Architects of Fresno and teter+aves of Visalia and Fresno.

Teledyne Technologies
Teledyne Controls has been an industry leader for over forty years, designing and manufacturing avionic and ground-related electronic systems for commercial air transport, business and regional aviation, government and military applications. Integrating the latest technologies, Teledyne’s advanced solutions aim at constantly increasing safety and efficiency for the aviation community.

Triage Consulting Group
Triage Consulting Group is a growing healthcare financial consulting firm with over 170 talented professionals, located South of Market Street (SOMA), near the beautiful San Francisco Bay waterfront. Founders Rich Gribble, Jim Hebert and Patti Lee-Hoffmann started Triage Consulting Group in 1994 to meet the unique financial needs of hospitals. The three founders have accumulated over 60 years of experience at CPA, corporate financial officers, and healthcare consultants.

Trinchero Family Estates
Trinchero Family Estates is a family-owned California wine company. See Directory, page 15

Target.com/careers
For updated information about campus events and how you can interview for Target Stores leadership positions, check with your career center or go to

Target.com/careers

Learn how...

Years of Award Winning Experience can help you find your future!

Through nearly half a century of conscientious expansion, education and careful regard for quality, Darden Architects has earned the pulse of the future: a future created around contextual language that responds to scale, space and experience. It is a future that has always begun with talented and passionate individuals...and one that will continue with you.
RYS Architects is full of activity and still looking for a few more talented people!

Come visit us at the Spring Job Fair on Wednesday, April 2, 2007

RYS Architects is looking for talented and energetic full-time architect interns interested in a position to assist our project managers and in growing with us. RYS Architects specializes in hotels and mixed-use projects. We also do retail, restaurant, and office projects. We are a 15-person office established in 1989, conveniently located one block from the Glen Park BART station in San Francisco. We provide full services from conceptual design through construction administration. We have a small-office environment conducive to learning and staff development, yet we have project types and experience normally found in larger offices.

We offer a competitive salary based on experience, plus paid holidays, medical, and Simple IRA plan. RYS Architects is an equal opportunity employer. We have a friendly and courteous work environment where people enjoy working together.

Please email JeniferN@rysarchitects.com or mail a cover letter stating why you think you are qualified along with your resume to the following address:

10 Monterey Blvd.
San Francisco, CA 94131

Visit our website at www.rysarchitects.com

Tuesday, May 1, 2007
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c ompany that offers a diverse collection of fine wines from premier growing regions of California and Australia. Since 1947, the Trinchero family has owned Setter Home Winery in the Napa Valley.

United Rentals, Inc.

United Rentals, Inc. is the largest equipment rental company in the world, with an integrated network of more than 760 rental locations in 48 states, 10 Canadian provinces, and Mexico.

United States Marine Corps

Selected undergraduates can pursue a commission as a Marine officer through our paid summer internship, called the Platoon Leaders Class (PLC), while college seniors and graduates enroll in our Officer Candidate Class (OCC). Students that complete the training are automatically eligible for a monthly stipend of $350 and $5200 in tuition assistance.

USG Corporation

For almost 100 years, Chicago-based USG has been a leader in producing innovative products and systems to build the environments in which we live, work, and play. USG is the world's leading producer of gypsum wallboard, joint compounds, and a vast array of related construction products. We are also the global leader in the manufacture of ceiling suspension systems and are recognized as the acoustical panel and specialty ceiling systems innovator. Our family of products provide creative building solutions that set new standards for productivity and efficiency, helping contractors and architects deliver high quality and innovative designs.

USS-POSCO Industries

A world-class flat rolled steel manufacturer located in Pittsburg, California. USS-POSCO Industries was founded in 1909 as Columbia Steel. We are now the joint venture company established in 1986 with U.S. Steel and Pohang Iron and Steel of South Korea. One of the most modern steel facilities in the world, USS-POSCO Industries ships more than 4,400 tons of steel each day to customers primarily in the 13 Western states, Canada, Mexico and the Pacific Rim. The company hires engineers of various disciplines plus candidates with degrees in Business Administration.

ValleyCrest Companies

Since 1949, ValleyCrest Companies has designed, built, maintained and beautified some of America's most distinctive landscapes.

Vandenbergl Air Force Base

Join America's finest civilian professionals located on the Central Coast. Vandenbergl operates and supports the best space launch and test range in the world. Vandenberg Air Force Base manages the Department of Defense space and missile testing, and placing satellites into polar orbit from the west coast. Civilians help support our many missions including launch operations, engineering, and technical support. Join the Vandenberg Team — Challenge yourself! Currently recruiting for positions in the following engineering fields: civil, mechanical, electrical, and environmental. Paid co-op and intern positions are also available.

Viking Commercial Construction

Viking Commercial Construction is a commercial construction general contractor out of the San Diego area that serves the entire Southern California area.

VMware, Inc.

VMware was founded in 1998 to bring virtual machine technology to industry-standard computers. We delivered our first product, VMware Workstation, in 1999 and entered the server market in 2001 with VMware GSX Server and VMware ESX Server. With the recent launch of VMware Player and VMware Server, we introduced the first free commercially available virtualization products. In 2006, we introduced VMware Infrastructure 3, the industry's first complete infrastructure virtualization suite.

Wald, Ruhnke & Dost Architects

We are an established architectural firm seeking qualified project manager, 58-person architectural firm with growing number of commercial and institutional clients has immediate opportunities for career-minded, growth-orientated professionals to join a collaborative team with commitment to quality and emphasis on Customer Service. Immediate openings are available at our main office in Monterey, also at our branch offices in Salinas and Fresno.

Walgreens

Walgreens is America's best-known, largest-volume, most-trusted pharmacy retailer. We lead the U.S. chain drugstore industry in sales, store growth, and profits. We're also one of the nation's largest retailers overall — 14th largest to be exact — and one of its most progressive and successful companies. Walgreens has employment opportunities available in our Retail Stores, Corporate Office, Distribution Centers & Walgreens Health Services division.

Walker Parking Consultants

Walker Parking Consultants is an award-winning, team-oriented consulting firm for the parking industry. We are the largest parking consulting firm in the nation. For 40 years, we have been driven to find innovative and integrated parking solutions. In the process, we have set the pace and the standard for an entire industry.

Walt Disney Imagineering

WDI's talented corps of Imagineers is responsible for the creation — from concept initiation through installation — of all Disney resorts, theme parks and attractions, real estate developments, regional entertainment venues and cyberspace/new media projects. The Imagineering organization encompasses 140 different disciplines including creative development, design, engineering, production, technical support. Join the Vandenberg Team — Challenge yourself! Currently recruiting for positions in the following engineering fields: civil, mechanical, electrical, and environmental. Paid co-op and intern positions are also available.

Wellhead Inc is recruiting

Mechanical Engineers & Capacity/Production Planners

See us at the Spring Job Fair on May 3rd

Bring your resume!
WD Partners
WD Partners, unlike most firms, specializes in handling complex services in-house including: landscaping, architecture, interior design, transportation and mechanical engineering. With almost 40 years experience, we focus on providing core services to restaurant, retail, and petroleum/c-store companies with a staff of almost 600 associates.

Web Associates
Web Associates is a professional services firm that designs, develops and integrates enterprise Web systems for global organizations. We combine the creative talent of an in-house agency with the application development and IT expertise of an Internet technology firm to deliver both business innovation and financial results. Our strategists, designers, developers and network specialists provide a single-source solution for deploying effective Web initiatives.

Wellhead Inc
Wellhead Inc is a progressive manufacturing company that has served the oil & gas industry for 60 years through the design and manufacture of quality completion products. Our corporate office & manufacturing facility is located in Bakersfield, California. All our product lines are manufactured at this location & distributed worldwide through our own sales & service branch agents & stocking distributors. Teamwork, communication & dedication are what you will find today at Wellhead Inc. Staffed with people sharing a commitment to innovation, technology, quality & safety, we are a team whose integrity & knowledge you can trust.

Western Digital
Western Digital, one of the storage industry's pioneers and longtime leaders, provides products and services for people and organizations that collect, manage and use digital information. The company produces reliable, high-performance hard drives that keep users' data close-at-hand and secure from loss.

Winzer & Kelly Consulting Engineers
Winzer & Kelly Consulting Engineers is a multi-discipline engineering firm offering Water Resources, Site Development, Municipal Services, Facilities (Mechanical and Electrical), Structural Design, Transportation, Environmental Services, and Industrial Hygiene services. We have offices in California (San Diego, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Sacramento, Pleasanton, and Eureka); Portland, Oregon; Guam; and San Salvador, El Salvador. Our work is supportive and fun. Winzer & Kelly offers its employees excellent benefits & opportunities to give back to their communities, and many programs that foster professional growth. Our entry-level engineers especially appreciate our Mentorship Program.

Triage Consulting Group
Triage Consulting Group will be at the Career Fair May 3, from 9:30 AM - 2:30 PM in Chumash, Bldg. 35

Triage Consulting Group is a San Francisco-based healthcare financial consulting firm specializing in addressing the needs of hospitals in today's dynamic healthcare industry. We are currently looking to fill a full-time Associate position

Job Requirements:
• BS/BA in Business or Economics preferred, but all majors welcome
• Strong math and analytical skills
• Experience with PC's, knowledge of Word, Excel and Access or similar software
• Team-oriented with strong interpersonal and communication skills
• Strong professional and client service skills to enhance perception of Triage
• Ability to interact effectively with and inspire confidence in client
• Ability and willingness to travel weekly

Compensation:
• A competitive salary
• A comprehensive medical and dental program
• Extensive training in healthcare financial consulting
• Four weeks paid time off
• Paid sick leave
• 401(k) match

Please sign up for on-campus interviews through Mustang Jobs, email a cover letter, resume (with SAT or ACT scores), and copy of your unofficial transcripts to Ashley Gaghagen at ashley@triageconsulting.com

For further information visit our website at www.triageconsulting.com
Picking your Top 100 ain't a piece of cake

Found Sound describes his on-going search for a 'Like a Rolling Stone'-quality song

Indie rock band Loch Lomond played at Steynberg Gallery Saturday. The band uses an eclectic arrangement of instruments, shown above.

Last Thursday in my journalistic ethics course, our instructor covered the topic of detaching yourself from those you cover so as not to be biased. Don't give and receive gifts. Don't display your political views. Keep the relationship with those on your beat from being publicly overly friendly.

On Friday, I meet one of the foremost rock music journalists Greil Marcus. An audience member at Greil's speech asks about Rolling Stone's list of the top hundred songs. Greil argues that such a list is dull and detached from those on your beat.

The more interesting list is an individual's personal one. When he describes his favorite song "Like a Rolling Stone," by Bob Dylan, it's captivating. His language locates the song's ability to lead him through a free and wild mental journey where he cannot expect the next turn.

Loch Lomond arrives to play a show for my production company on Saturday afternoon. I don't have enough time to make them dinner but they're gracious, lovely and excited for the show. A decent-sized crowd fills the venue. When the band plays, they sound like The Decemberists' "Mariner's Revenge Song" turned into a band. It's as if you can sit inside the spirit of that one song for an hour with dim lights. No microphones. An accordion. A guitar case used as a kick drum. Tambourines. Long rubber hoses. Whale sounds. We have an afterparty at my house. The barrel of jangle juice has been transformed into a robot with the spout being a very realistic piece of robotic genitalia. A girl from England dances with us to Fergie's "London Bridge." The night goes on. The world fuzzes. We sing along to the entirety of the album "Pinkerton" by Weezer. Everyone gets to be Rivers Cuomo and sing the vocals. Everyone gets to do the air guitar solos.

Everyone gets to be the insecure high school student they were and softly sing the lyrics to "Butterfly" while laying on the ground. At 6 a.m. everybody finally leaves. I want to find my "Like a Rolling Stone." I lay down in my bed and listen to "Hummingbird," by Wilco, and follow the jumbled head; melodic, dramatic mix tapes for friends back home when I got homesick my first year in college. My favorite concert in San Jose where I spent $200 just to be sitting in the fourth row when Jeff Tweedy played. All of that somehow is where leading to me being a KCRW DJ my second year in college. Which leads to me running a production company my third year. Which leads to me writing a music column.

Living in songs leads me to my status as a music columnist but not a music journalist. I could never be a journalist. I'm too attached to the whole mess. I want to make sure that Loch Lomond gets gas money so they can put on shows to make people sit in The Decemberists songs. And I want to get everybody whose albums I have on my computer to play in San Luis Obispo so I can meet them and figure out who they are and eat dinner in my house with them. I know I have no credibility as a music journalist because I'm idealistic and overly emotional. I'm OK with that and hopefully it makes me a decent columnist.

Show tip: The Finches will be playing with Allison Milham at the Steynberg Gallery at 8 p.m. on Friday. Five dollars buys you a night of folk beauties.
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'Rockers 4 Life' lacking in the rock department

Brian McMullen

For better or for worse, rock music has changed over the years, but one: Illumina Records and a Massachusetts based nonprofit organization are hoping that rock can instigate a change.

The No. 1 preventable killer of rock and roll fans is drunk driving, according to a statement by Ronald J. Bellant, president and founder of Illumina Records, on the company's "Rockers For Life" Web site. Together with the anti-drunk driving group Ground Control, Illumina Records is producing music compilations entitled "Rockers For Life" in over 100 United States markets for release in 2006. The goal is to create a mass­
ive media blitz of "don't drink and drive" messages through posters and live shows alongside the CD release.

The Los Angeles version of the CD showcases a lineup of bands with diverse sounds and, for some of the tracks, crypty sounding recordings. "Pushed," by the band R.I.T.L., sounds like it was recorded on one of those blue and yellow Fisher­
Price tape players with the micro­
phone attached. Recor­
ding quality isn't the only thing holding the music back; some of the songs that sound more poli­slied still suck.

Electra Bakuos, the only female artist on the CD, cannot sing in key.

The choir of her song "Turn It Around" is layered with such off key vocals that one can't help but grab for their teeth. And when you reach her adlib in the song, you may just chip a tooth it's so horri­
ble.

Two bands attempt a reggae­
rock fusion that almost works. One Pound Penny in their song with

reggae guitar. After a chorus,
there is a walking transition, which sounds like the work of an
and paste editor, into a rock guitar solo. Further re­
ggae-rock song is slightly better because it has a Sublime influ­
ce, but the chor­

is really odd. It
sounds like a f 60
to 50 rock and roll
singing part over constant organ
notes and electric

guitar power­
chords. One of the bet­
ter tracks on the CD is Calin Logistic's "Sunny
Day Grey," if you imagine the lead
singer doesn't exist. He tries his best to hype up
the song, but the hard-hitting gui­
tar and drum parts dominate his
pop-squeak of a voice.

Recording quality isn't the only thing holding the music back; some of the songs that sound more polished still suck. Calahan sports a lead singer who may fall short in his attempts at sounding like Ozy Osbourne mixed with Axl Rose. But the song channels some of that serious classic rock badass that's been missing on the charts.

The CD suffers from a lack of good singers and quality recordings. "Rockers For Life" is a good idea; it's just too bad that Illumina Records could not find better music for the CD.

Instead of listening to this CD, read the signs on all Poly/Via.

"Rockers For Life" CD can be found online in the form of a jukebox at www.illuminarerecords.com/cpek/1a.
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undertakings. As a result, he proved he’s capable of
much, except for one rugged detail.

Golden State is 6-1 in the head-to-head series, including the game
that ended the Mavericks’ longest winning

Trimmer 

Only eight teams in NBA history have overcome 3-1 deficits.
If Dallas can’t become the ninth, the Mavericks
will be the third No. 3 seed knocked out by a No. 8 and the first since the
opening round became a best-of-seven series.

“We have a great deal of respect for the Dallas Mavericks,” said Warriors
coach Don Nelson, who was a big

part of building Dallas into a champi-
onship team over the last 10 years. “If
any team can come back from this, it’s
them.”

Phoenix pulled off the comeback
from 3-1 down last year in the opening
round against the Los Angeles Lakers. Detroit did it as a top seed in
2003.

“Dallas won’t give up,” Golden State’s Jason Richardson said.

Well Football Conference tandems — UC-Davis offensive line Ace Ellois
Vallely and North Dakota State safety Craig Dahl — book it now — more than
one player on that list will be on an NFL roster come Week 1.

• Thank goodness for Day 2. That’s what many small-school prospects had to say after seeing only two I-A players go on the first
day. Fifteen I-AA players, though, were taken on the second day, including
Brown.

In Brown’s case, going in the sev­enth round to a Dallas team desperate for depth at corner is a good thing.

It is a misconception that players taken in the seventh round are

Tom Nalen, Donald Driver, TJ. Houshmandzadeh and Marques
Cohoten were all taken in the seventh round.

• When people talk about the 11th hour, they’re not kidding.

In Brown’s case, going in the seventh round is perhaps
the most bitter pill to swallow. It was six hours after the man You don’t plan for it. It just happens, so enjoy it.

In a farm to casual fans, the first
round could have the time between picks compacted from 15 to 10 minut­es.

But then they could make it eight rounds instead of seven, right?
UC Davis set to officially join Poly in new Big West

Shown battling each other Jan. 11 in Moti Gym, Cal Poly and UC Davis will finally play games that count in the Big West Conference standings beginning in the fall.

The Big West Conference will remain the only Division I League to be comprised entirely of California schools in 2007-08.

Isaiah Narciso
MUSTANG DAILY

If everything goes according to plan, UC Davis will soon join Cal Poly and others in the Big West Conference by summer of this year.

The move into Division I means the Aggies will have to make plenty of changes to all 26 of their intercollegiate sports programs. UC Davis athletics director Greg Warzecka said the school made a wise decision.

"I feel very good about the progress we made and the decisions we made to move to Division I," Warzecka said. "It was the right decision."

Warzecka explained how the rules of Division I would be different from Division II, from which UC Davis is currently transitioning.

"We've publicized many times it's a big, big jump, especially in this day and age," said Warzecka. "The rules and regulations are much different from Division II to Division I."

Warzecka noted that changes have to be made to meet Division I requirements. These include bringing staff to higher levels, establishing a strong eligibility and compliance office and upgrading sports facilities to meet new standards.

"You become much more familiar with the other schools," Robles said. "We're going to develop rivalries with the schools and competitive relationships as well as working together."